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A CLU's Holton Police Complaint Clinic To Assist With Civil Rights
By William Burford
In response to a perceived need for an
independent organization to monitor police
practices in Ann Arbor, and at the request of
Ann Arbor City Council member Jeff Epton,
the University of Michigan Chapter of the
American Civil Liberties Union last year
formed the Holton Police Complaint Clinic.
Brent Taggert, president of the local
chapter of the ACLU, said that the clinic will
address all sorts of complaints, including
allegations of discrimination, police brutality, failure to read suspects their rights, and
illegal searches and seizures. ''We want to
make ourselves a clearinghouse for informa-

tion for people with complaints about police
practices," he said.
Taggert stressed that the clink volunteers will not otTer legal advice and will not
take any cases. Rather, the purpose of the
clinic will be to disperse general information to those with complaints, alerting them
to the procedures and remedies available
and offering the names of those local attorneys who handle these types of cases. The
clinic will also compile and present information to the Ann Arbor City Council.
As yet the clinic is still in its preliminary stages. Volunteers so far have been
busy investigating local opinions and rais-

ingmoney. HughDavis,aDetroitattorney, has active in legislative lobbying, sponsoring pubalso addressed the group.
lic speakers and forums, and public advocacy.
Taggert said he expects the clinic to begin
Membership is open to all students, fac full operations when the ACLU relocates in the ulty, and staff of the university. The U-M
"White House" sometime next month.
chapter is affiliated with the Michigan and
The University of Michigan Chapter of National ACLU. All are welcome at chapter
American Civil Liberties Union "seeks to pro- meetings, normally held on the second Thursmote the understanding, exercise and defense day ofeach month at various locations within
of the individual rights guaranteed by the Bill the Law School. Voting privileges are reof Rights of the United States Constitution." served, however, for those who have paid the
The group takes a special interest in defending annual dues of $5 for "card-carrying" memthe civil liberties of member s of the university bership in the ACLU, although U-M chapter
community, focusing on infringements by the president Brent Taggert added, "We don't
university but extending to local, state and care if you if you can-y it (the card] or not, as
federal government as well. The chapter is long as you pay the national dues."
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Henkin Discusses Constitution's Future
By Don Wheaton
Characterizing our system of govemmen t
as "a strange one, the strangest in the world,"
Professor Louis Henkin presented the first of
the Thomas M. Cooley Lectures for 1988.
Henkin addressed a large crowd oflaw students and faculty in Room 100 on Monday.
"The system was strange when it was
created, and is strange still in the nuclear
age," continued Henkin. "Our system embraces both constitutionalism and democ-

rw:y."
The Thomas M. Cooley Lectures are
considered "the highest honor the University
of Michigan Law School bestows upon members ofthe legal community,'' said Law School

Dean Lee Bollinger.
The faculty of the law school established
the Cooley Lectureshjp to stimulate research
and to communicate its results in the form of
public lectures. The Lectureship is supported
by the William W. Cook Endowment for Legal
Research.
Henkin was educated at Yeshiva College
and Harvard Law School, and served as ala w
clerk to Judge Learned Hand and Justice
Felix Frankfurter. For some years, he was an
officer in the Bureau oflnternational Organization of the United States Department of
State. He then turned to academic life, where
he has earned a national and international
reputation as a leading scholar in constitu-

tional and international law.
In his introduction to the first lecture,
Professor Eric Stein recounted an episode
during the "bitter years" of the Korean War:
Henkin was a "crucial fw:tor" in the Department of State, and with another U.S. diplomat, Henkin brought about the Korean armistice during "delicate negotiations" in "complete secrecy and anonymity." Stein characterized the annjstice as "the triumph of
American diplomacy in the 1950's."
Henkin is also known for his important
work on human rights. He is President of the
United States Institute for Human Rights,
and is a member of the Executive Committee
of the Lawyers Committee for Human Rights.

S tudent Deer.;eS Duderstadt Select;on
It

By Don Wheaton
their expectations and a time-Une to the
Unless you have had a lengthy out-of- committee, who then had about two days to
body experience or been on flybacks since last review all the files and make their recomFebruary, you are aware of the controversy mendations on the various candidates. "They
surrounding the selection of J ames J. Duder- [the Regents) didn't care that ten students
stadt as University President.
had no time to do an appropriate or good job,"
What you may not be aware of is that a Ringsmuth noted.
Law School student sat on the Student Advi"Not only that, the Regents imposed such
sory Committee for the selection of the new short deadlines a number of times," added
University president. Blake Ringsmuth, now
Ringsmuth. "TheRea second-year student, sat on the Student
gents developed a pool
Advisory Committee. He was appointed by an
of candidates and
~1SA commjttee and approved by the MSA.
'suggested' them to us.
And just like most committee experiWe got the biograences, where minutes are kept but hours are
phies and rated the
lost, Ringsmuth's tenure was Jess than pleascandidates. I'm not
ant.
sure that the commit"The end product tells the whole story,"
tee nominated any
said Ringsmuth. "The student committee as
candidates of its own.
a whole said it did not wa nt Duderstadt. Only
Basically, the Regents
...
one student on the committee - an engineer,
instructed us the
who did not speak for the committee as a whole way."
whole - did not have any problems with
"The students truly were given no say in
Duderstadt. The committee officially recom- the selection," opined Ringsmuth.
mended several candidates, and did not recWhen queried about the perception of
ommend other candidates. Among the non- "no say" and "no input" in the selection procrecommended candidates was Duderstadt." ess, Ringsmuth clarified, "'t's not that there
Once the committee was selected, it met was no student input, it's just that there was
with the Regents. The Regents presented no real or effective student input."

Henkin is currently also University Professor
Emeritus of the Columbia University School
of Law
Apart from his important work on human rights, his seminal contribution has been
in the field offoreign affairs law of the United
States. In effect, he has established this as a
new area ofscholarly inquiry, uniting aspects
of constitutional and international law and
American foreign policy.
This year's Lectureship topic is "Constitutionalism, Democracy and Foreign Affairs."
Tuesday's lecture was scheduled to be centered on topics of democracy, while the final
lecture on Wednesday will address issues of
Foreign Affairs. All three lectures will be
held in Room 100, at 4:00p.m.

Inhisfirstofthreelectures, "Tensionin
the Twilight Zone: Congress and the PresiRingsmuth also noted that the Regents dent,"Henkinposedthe"neglectedbuthighly
did not recognize the opinion of the Student controversial" question, "Is our 200-year -old
Regent on their Board. "I was personally Constitution suited for its third century?"
irate at the whole process =t I JfeJAtpe f.t_lj D_ nt·~~n~ihat perhaps the Constitution
dents were ignored," added JW~'fh- J!Vt. [Jl'r\J.~e'(lme-tuni ng, Henkin construed
[the committee) were there and put in lots of the document as "not a perfect picture of an
work, but in my and the committee's pP~p we ip~~ framework, but a mosaic of everyone's
1
had no real voice."
l'l U V
~Mid choices."
And from the circumstances surroundHenkin deftly used Justice Jackson's
ing committee meetings Mtl\ jtl-fe\ IJ-egerrf,r CCJI:l~J?t\cm of the "Twilight Zone," where
_ the inference could be malid th'tt~MK$m~"hf ntt£p«fr{!1Hdential nor Congressional auis justified. The committee never met with thority is certaln, to show that foreign affairs
the complete Board of Regents, just two or
See Henkin page SIX
even one at a time. "We met mostly with only
[Regents] Baker and Roach," Ringsmuth
noted. "I feel meeting only with two of the
Regents was an attempt to skirt the Open
Meetings Act. It wasn't right that elected
officials skirted the act just to keep it all
secret."
Ringsmuth felt sUghted that his committee did not meet \vith the whole Board. "They
were vague when we were told we'd meet
'with the Regents,' but we soon found out
what it meant. And we were sworn to silence
and to keep everything confidential,"
Ringsmuth added."' thought this was ridiculous but I reluctantly complied."
See Ringsmuth page SIX
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Hanging Out the Shingle
'I'm: REs GESTAE is in its new home and the dust
is starting to settle. Old-houses-converted-tooffice-space raised more than a few doubts about
this move. Security and heating are just a few of
the problems that are associated with these structures. These fears were not allayed by the lack of
access to the building (none until just prior to the
move) nor by the assurances of the administration that this is going to be really swell.
Although we have only been here a few days,
it may be time to concede that the house will be
right. As this edition oftheRG is being produced,
workers are busily hanging shades, painting walls
and finishing new rooms. Locks are in place,
water is running and the electric juice is flowing.
The carpeting is new and clean. In short, it's all
right.
The Res Gestae wants to publically thank Joan
Russell and Henrietta Slote for their help and
attention to our needs and requests in making
this switch. Past Editor In Chief Reid Rozen and
the current editor wrote a couple of long, pleading memos concerning the move and the particular space and equipment needs of a newspaper.
Lo and behold, Ms. Slote read them and tried to
accomodate us! Ms. Russell's planning of the
move took into account our publication schedule
and allowed us to print last week and this week
with a minimum of down time on our computer's
and other facilities. The continuing help ofthese
women has helped and is still helping to smooth
out the rough edges that surely occur with any
move. What is most telling is that the lines of
communication have been open and used, which
is both relatively refreshing and very much appreciated.
One issue the RG has already raised with
Dean Lee Bollinger is that offunding for continuing maintenance for the White House. Older
buildings need more upkeep, and invariably run
into unexpected costs. With the seemingly generous funding this University gets, it is hoped that
monies will be set aside for this purpose. The lack
of funds at other state universities resulted in
similar structures now being part of parking lots.
Such planning will ensure the fulfillment of
the real promise of the White House: an informal
office building and meeting place for students
and staff. Groups can use this space not only for
their business, but as an area to attract people
socially and for study time between classes. With
a little attention, this old house can be a real plus
for the school. Who woulda thunk it??
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- - - - - - Jacko on Life

If Only Things Slowed Down
By Jocko Kna ppmann
Many of the things going on in my life right now are sort
of going at warp speed, which is r eally weird. Like most law
students well know, there is like zero time for anything
anymore, which is ridiculous because we still have a good four
weeks of classes to go. Now, I want to make it quite clear that
things aren't so busy that I can't me.1tion Chris Fleming,
which I have been wanting to do for a while now. I could be
exceedingly complimentary, and perhaps I should be, especially considering what a wonderful and beautiful person she
is, but I won't be so there. (Hey, did you notice my grammatical construction of those last two sentences? Sentence A was
sort of strung out and easily could have been converted to
more than one sentence. Sentence B is too short and could
have been lengthened. I just want everybody out there to to
realize that rm not an ignorant bad writer but a bad writer
who knows what he's doing.)
In any event, events are happening too fast for my taste.
It's mostly the extra-<:urricular stuff and the social life that
seems affected. Like, for example, this column . A few weeks
ago, I could have sat back and leisurely, nay languorously,
fiddled with my colu mn. That's really out the window these
days. What's happening instead is that rm sitting here
banging it out in one sitti ng and hoping the topic I choose is
enough to support a full articles worth of dribble, with
appropriate literary wanderi ngs and all. (That generally
means about 5500 characters, and right now I'm at 1748 of
them . You'd be surprised how difficult it is to consistently
come out the same length, week after week, on different
topic.s. (Now I know how Geraldo Rivera feels when he has to
fill up his talk show each day, except I still don't know how he
feels when he's getting his nose smashed in by his talk show
guests (which is so cool)).)
By now, all of you first-years out there are glad I'm
complaining that I'm too busy, but pissed ofT because it's not
classes that are doing it. As a benevolent gesture on my part,
I'll break my Code ofSilence and admit that I usually do go to
my classes and read for them and everything. There's like
this base level of activity that has to be done each week and
classesdefinitelymakeupapartofthat,includingmyfamous
seminar Law and Economics or whatever it's called. ln fact,
my seminar takes up more time each week that watching
football games does. Just goes to show what happens when
you keep proper diligence in your scholarly pursuits. Then
again, that stat would cut the other way if more Raiders
games were televised.
One by-product of all of this is that I don't have as much
time to put into something, and I am constantly thinking

about the lack of time I've got when I am devoti n g time to
something. Even when I'm doing something, I'm also thinking about what else I need t.o be be doing.
Another thing thnt I notice is that I'm neglecting my
body. Sleep is measurt>d in smaller numbers. In fact,
sometimes I think about it ns hnlf-hours of sleep I got last
night just so it seems like more than it really wa s. I also don't
get to the gym as much as I US('d to. Certainly I don't ge t there
nearly as much as I should. (Then again, when I do get there,
I just go ahead and break things like my racquetball racqu et
anyways.) In no small part this decline is directly attri butable to lack of time; I can't take two hours every day to go to
the gym. Also, as Carole Corns so astutely pointed out, a lot
of times I psych myself out so that I don't think I have enough
time even when I do. It's a viscious circle, let me tell you. The
worst part is that I know I do better in life in general wh en I
h ave been exercising (or even exorcising) and that not doing
so means dealing with life just a little slower which means I
h ave even less time so I can exercise even less. And so on and
so on and so on.
Speaking of restaurants, which I wasn't because the
paragraph that used to be there has been cut, that reminds me
ofSunday, when me and some of my friends (who shall remain
nameless and thereby escape guilt by association) went for
Indian food. The whole deal, Mango milkshakes and all, took
like two and a half hou rs. (I was too gutless to try the really
hot stuff, which wasn't all that hot, but hey I didn't know that
and it got me to wonderi ng what Indian people who didn't like
really hot stuff did when they went to eat. Like, it seems
almost culturally obnoxious on the part of Americans to
assume when you go to an ethnic place that you have to eat the
most spicy food ordered beca use hey there's like tons and tons
of folks back home in that very ethnic-type place who don't
like the stuff, you know?
I guess what it all comes down to is that this is not a fun
time to be a law student. There's just too much to do,
including open memos and the like. (Another chance for a
discourse, I remember my open memo and how I put a lot of
time into it thinking I had to prove myself and this was my
first real chance to do so. I also remember putting too much
time into it, falling too far behind in my classes, and generally
screwing myself up. You don't have to prove anything to
anyone, and even if you don't get it completely now, and
nobody ever does, you will get it eventually, trust me.)
However, let's face it, it's not as if we couldn't see it coming.
So let's be careful that we don't get too stressed out.
By the way, 5500 characters. Am I perfect or what?
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And the Charade Continues
By Rober t Goldberg
Law has traveled so tragically far from its noble roots as
to have become unrecognizable. It's easy to forget just how
jaded we've all become.
The occasion for this melancholy spirit is my latest
reading ofGideon's Trumpet, Anthony Lewis's classic story of
Gideon IJ. Wainwright, the 1963 Supreme Court decision
giving full voice, for the first time, to a criminal defendant's
right to counsel.
Lewis, a Pulitzer Prize-winning reporter and New York
Times columnist, tells a tale that inspires. While Lewis's
prose is typically lackluster, the story he weaves is magnificently rich. Gideon's Trumpet is the "It's a Wonderful Life" of
non-fiction: you're reminded tha t life is worth living.
Clarence Earl Gideon donated his name to history. A
poor white drifter rotting in a Florida prison, he scrawled a
letter - in pencil, on prison stationery -asking the Supreme
Court of the United States to overturn his breaking-andentering conviction because the trial judge refused to provide
him with a lawyer. Gideon's trumpet blast resonates through
time: "The question is very simple. I requested the court to
appoint me attorney a nd the court refused." The world
changed for his efforts.
But to the lasting detri ment of us all, the once-grand face
of law has disintegrated, crumbling into a morass of highpriced pettiness. Almost none of us will ever work on a
cri minal case, almost none of us will ever wrestle with
monumental questions of transcendent importance, almost
none of us will ever enrich the lives of those whose lives so
desperately need enriching- in short, al most none of us will
ever meet a Clarence Enrl Gideon.
Colossal, eternal issues of j ustice like Gideon's won't
confro nt us. Real people with real problems won't be any part
of our daily rou tine. We're damned to a life of superficially
significant insignificance.
Sad but true, I know. But even more contempti ble than
this tragedy is the self-inflating way we kid oursel ves into
believing otherwise. I've watched heated classroom arguments over such burning issu!'s as racia l discrimination,
retaliatory eviction and rnpt•. And in every case there were .
proud students defending to the death, with what little
courage it took, their lofty principles of fairness.
One student, who bravt'ly spoke out for slumdwellers'
righ ts in Property, spent lnst summer with a big firm that,
like all others, never repreSt·nts poor tenants. Another
student, who passionately advocated compensation for asbestOS victims in Torts, spent Jnst summer with a big firm that,
like all others, never repreS('nts injured plai ntifTs. The stark

contrast between classroom ideals and real-world practice is
j ust too obvious to miss. (But the two share one crucial feature
- neither involves the least bit of sacrifice.)
It's a sham, and it's our faul t, with the earnest complicity
of our professors. We hotly debate fascinating questions of
constitutional law, when everybody knows such dilemmas
won't pay their way in future billable hours. We take intrigu- ·
ing philosophical courses, when everybody knows such subjects won't arise after graduation day. We excitedly discuss
the hot legal issues - Baby M, Tawana Brawley, abortion -

tooth care; they just want to know how to fill cavities.
Likewise, law students don't really give a damn about grand
notions ofjustice; we just want to learn what it takes to get by.
The only difference is, dental students don't act as though
they care; law students still feel compelled to maintain the
pretensions. Hell, most first years aren't even willing to
forsake one measly summer before diving headfir st into the
law firm frenzy.
The zenith of the law - wher e stakes are highest and
ideals are purest - is the criminal law. The mind-boggling

'Dental students don't care about abstract philosophies of tooth care. Likewise,
law students don 't really give a damn about grand notions ofjustice... The only
difference is, dental students don't act as though they care. '

when everybody knows we're not willing to devote any part of
our professional lives to such pursuits.
What a cruel joke! Why doesn't anybody admit what's
going on? How many students in Yale Kamisar's police
practices course will ever handle a criminal case? Kamisar
h imself played a crucial role in the Gideon case, but now his
expertise falls on useless ears. Well-meaning but hypocritical
students engage in all sorts of intellectual acrobatics, but
nobody ever speaks the truth out loud: All that awaits 96
percent of us is a life of corporate counseling, tax niggling and
insurance d efen~e.
We bask in the comforting illusion of a broad-based,
theoretical education - looking down our noses at "lesser"
schools- when, for all we utilize it, Michigan might as well
be another legal Apex Tech. Quit the charade.
Michigan students would be better served - in terms of
efficient preprofessional preparation - by an extensive bar
review course,.in lieu of a self-deluded law school curriculum.
Dental students don't care about abstract philosophies of

power of the state to steal one's liberty catapults this area
worlds above mundane monetary haggling, no matter how
stellar the sums. Yet few of us will ever have anything to do
with this grandest part of our profession.
Law has lost its mythical quality- and lawyers their
sterling image- in a steep decline into professional complacency. We're now nothing more than glorified accountan ts.
No ofTense to accounting; it's just not a terribly noble calling,
and neither is law anymore.
Thank heavens Clarence Earl Gideon didn't share our
complacency. He's a true hero few of us will match. Gary Hart
said the fire of idealism burns brightly in the hearts of young
people. Well, Gary's never been to Ann Arbor.
It's been 25 years since Clarence Earl Gideon, slingshot
in hand, felled his generation's Goliath of injustice. I doubt
our generation will do as well. And when I look around me,
and think ofhow heroically Gideon fought for the right to have
one of us at his side, I'm convinced he got much less than he
bargained for.

- - - - - - --Otw the Edge

Lost in a Sea of Anonymity
By Cliff Moore

-----------------1 opened up the RG the other day only to fi nd out my
grammar was under attack. Major Bummer. Who was this
Nancy Lea Paine and why was she so mad at my inability to
afford a copy of Strunk and White? Without a first-year
face book I was helpless to answer these mystifying questions.
Come to think ofi t, who are any ofthese fi rst years? According
to recent news re ports, more people applied to the Law School
this year than ever before, allowing admissions officials to be
more selective than ever before. Presumably then, this class
is the smartest and most talented ever to arrive at Michigan
Law School. Personally, I figure we better get to know them.
But how?
The key may be obtaining a copy of the 1988 Law School
Photographic Directory (i.e., a facebook). It is really neat and

everybody gets one free when checking in. Wouldn't it be
equally neat and useful togetacopy for all the new first years?
I did some checking an d it's surprisingly feasible. Given that
the fixed costs of producing these suckers is sunk, each

'The first-year class is the smartest and
most talented ever. I figure we better
get to know them.'
additional copy wouJd only cost the Law School 60 cents.
Clearly a tuition increase would not be required to fund this
idea (although this has not stopped such increases in the
past).

Well how about the Law School Student Senate with its
$29,000 budget? Turns out the Senate has already considered
and r ejected this idea. Now, providing the entire Law School
with a copy of the facebook would cost some $480, or less than
half that given to the NLG. Of course, I'd be one of the last
people I know wanting to cut money from the Not Legally
Gifted (which would then have less money to spend on those
cute "Fascist Gun in the West:' posters of President Reagan)
but, hey, if the greater good would be served, I'm for it.
Presuming that this idea is entirely too rational to be
adopted by any of the aforementioned institutions, I suggest
that our very own RG take on the task. I don't want to be
crass, but I think we can make a buck here. If these things
only cost 60 cents and we sell a couple hundred at $2, well, I
think we're ta1king major slush fund. Just some food for
thought.

Fifteen years ago, computer,
assisted legal research (CALR) didn't
even exist. Today it is considered by
law firms large and small to be vir,
tually the single most important legal
research skill you can learn. Essential
to your 'SUccess as a student, a sum,
mer associate, an associate, even
a partner.
The LEXIS®service amplifies

the power of classic research skills
for faster and better research results.
It is the power to win, a power you
can master now. For initial training
or advanced courses, talk to your law
library staff or legal research and
writing faculty.

LEXIs·

Thepowertowin.

© 1988 Mc~d D~t~ Ccntr~l. Inc All R1ghts Rcsw:ed LEX IS 1s a servKe and mdemark of Mead Data Central, Inc. that 1s reg1stered With the U.S. Patent and Trademark OffKc

Letters
-=-----Letter tothe Editor ----------------------------------------

Of Moun tains, Molehills and Hypersensitivity

To the Editor:
Our political process has always relied on open discus- hanging around with old Tom Cooley and his gang of white
sion to challenge outmoded ideas and bring about social supremacists. It doesn't look to me like they're running a read, instead of shrieking "shnrk1" tit ev ry aht~dov. , 1...1 !.,
laundry.
1011
change for the better. What galls me is the degree to which
for subtle undercurrents is 10 llllrnctlv 1.0 pit• bk,. }ot
I looked you up. You look to me like a guy from Downers that you won't realize whenyou'veb<- n auckt d 1n bY)ourown1
some Jaw students abuse this principle in order to make a
mountain from a molehill, as my pappy says. I suppose it is Grove, Til. who spent countless school lunch periods with hypersensitivity. You're right, Jim SJ)4'ltl, 1t11" tnVInl point
the prerogative of these high-strung zealots to take offense at Wonder Bread, Miracle Whip and two slices ofbologna pinched In this case, the one with the narrow VI w11 you, nnl th 1....
just about anything, to castigate the innocent intentions of between your fingers (don't forget the Fritos). Assuming 1 profession.
others (or not give them credit for laudable intentions) or to haven't misjudged your entire nature from one little picture,
Now on to Mt. WLSA-Knhn, made from tlflothl'r molt hill
not forgive the argumentative enthusiasm that is needed to let me continue. Maybe an ancestor ofyours would have been probably. I was not in on the phone coli thnt nt l.nur~
impress these crusaders with the need to share views in order prouder to come to this school than you are. When you leave Anderson Into a tnilspm. I've let'n Prof! s r K.nhn go lAlii,
William Cook's Quad, you11 probably be well-equipped to and he can be pretty aggressive Shll, Kri l( n V11nd{·n !Jrr~.
to reach a broader understanding of issues and solutions.
begin
law practice or any number of other endeavors, as will as usual, nmphtied the stndl'nt tone of tht~ condt•mnlllu•n.
First, let's consider J im Spet.'l's ridiculous letter to the
RG last week concerning the face book. I think the facebook everyone else who passes through. Let's give a little credit to There is a point to be made, lhotstudentorgnm7<ltlon• hould
looks great. Just because our leading institutions were once the stuffthatbuiltitaswell as to the people in the administra- not be coerced by faculty. But 1f you'r(l gomg t.o tt t Jnl.t! t} t
run by white males does not mean we should revise or ignore tion today who are trying very hard to filter out the onerous political arena, be prepnred t<1 fnce r(lft'ret'l nnd npponl'nt.a
history. Stalin might approve, but I don't. (That's a barb, yes, remnants ofinequality while maintaining an environment in T'm not sure wh1ch one K.nhn wns But hto d1dn'tcarnt I )our
which persons capable of being the best law students this meeting. He didn't disrupt your forum (ns hntb<-t·n knov.n u,
but read my lips: I'm no Joe McCarthy.)
happen in the wake of Nnuonal Low) r Cu1ld ltCliVIt)
country
can offer are able to do their best.
Jim Speta, do you know the last names of the white males
espousing tis pnrticulor vie ... ,) lie rrwc:lt.o m11b 11 atrong
Look
at
that
cover
as
a
symbol
of
how
far
we
have
come
on the cover? How do you know they weren't members of
case for letting the people you wont to indoctnnat(l choo for
oppressed European minorities at the time? You know, for a today. It tells just that story. Look at the cover, then look themselves. Even iftherenre mOrt.'thnn t\OoOIIIdt loan IIJllt\
while there, Irish Catholics and Eastern European Jews, inside - surprise! Whites and minorities together, men and
it's better to hPnr two than one, 11n't 1t., Mayb.: th• rul
among others, weren't treated too well around these parts. women, looking happy in the delirious innocence of orienta- question is who should choose But ult1mntA>I) you got u,
tion
weekgetting
ready
to
study
hard
and
(as
we
see
from
~laybe it was pretty symbolic then of the idea that a smart
choose; he didn't. You won, desp1te h1s Wlznrdly "profruonnl
person who persevered could get pretty far. True, blacks and the letters I will discuss below) fight hard for things they powers." Maybe if you 1vere less Insular, mort> prople 10oould
others were still under the heel ofrac1sm . Indeed, some of the be]jeve in, not without support from the community at large. care to entertain your idens. Bu ild~ng n ronliuon around
things I've read by William Cook, the builder of our lovely Maybe my head is in the clouds, but it seems to me that doctrine is not enough. To och1ev(l your end•, lauggt at you
Quad, make him out to be about as tolerant as Hitler. But embracingourcolleagues ~vith the benefit oft he doubt will go strive for common ground.
take a look at the photo on the 1987 f.'lcebook. I see two Asians much further than heaping abuse on them at every tum. You
Onn l.nurrnc
can point things out, sure. But make it worth our while to
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Professor Kahn Should Be Ashamed of Himself
To the Editor:
Prof. Douglas Kahn should be ashamed of his offensive
and petty response to legitimate complaints by Women Law
Students Association members regarding his attempts to
pressure the group through one of its leaders. His inability to
grasp the significance of his actions betrays an insensitivity
that I am beginning to fear is widespread a~ong members of
this facul ty. I write to protest, in the hope that Kahn's
colleagues will prove me wrong and disparage this kind of
coercive and callous behavior.
As readers will remember from last week's RG, several
weeks ago Kahn, along with a judicial candidate and one of
her in11 uen tial supporters, placed a conference call to a WLSA
steering committee member a couple of hours before a sched·
uled WLSA brown bag lunch featuring the candidate's rival.
Kahn claims they meant to infonn WLSA that the candidate
was available to participate in the meeting; however, the

three were not content to simply communicate the "offer," but
instead argued with the WLSA member for ~inutes.
The RG article quotes Kahn as complrurung that the
WLSA member "kept saying it was someone else's decision to
make." What the article does not make clear was that, as she
explicitly informed the callers, such de~sions are in fact the
province of the WLSA brown bag comrrutte~. Moreover, a ~0minute argument that ended with the candidate threaterung
to "just show up" clearly was not i?tended merely to pass on
the information that she was avrulable. It was also apparently not intended to warn WLSA of the tax c?nseque~ces of
its decisions, since this subject w~s not even rrusec:l dunng the
Mysteriously• this concern was brought
.
conversa t Jon.
· Kah to
•
WLSA's attention only after WLSA's Jetter protestmg
ns
actions was distributed to the faculty.
.
I thi 11. ht, Kahn's response looks dishonest and msultn s g
· 1 · tax I
ing, to say the least. Accusing WLSA of VlO ating
aw

2?

seems a blatant 11ttempt to d1vert otwnunn fmm lht' rrnl
issue: the respons1bllny thnt Knhn, na a fnculty ml'mb. r,
bears for his nctions. What is mor~ dJaturtM 11 K.nhn'a
complete inability to sec how his ncuona could be lllt"'t'd"'
coercive. He equates his pcrapecuvl' Wllh Th• 'l'rulh, ")'lnl{,
in effect, "I didn't think it wnsmtimidslting, soilJUil "'tlln'l"
This argument doesn't wosh. When n lnw pmfrall()r,
along with two other powerful people, cnll1 a lnwatud nt tit
home ond refuses to accept "no• for an nnawcr for 20 mmutl'•,
that feels like intimldotion. '!'rust me. And when you fr I
harassed, it doesn't help to be told, "1'm not hn.rMaJng you •
Persons with power should be roreful not to us Lh11t
power irresponsibly. A low professor ought to be nblo to
recognize the power differential between h1m .M~ h11 etu
dents and be sensitive to the ever-present poiSlblhty lhnt A
student may feel silenced or coerced by hlsllcllona. Iam liOTry
to hear that Kahn is unable to grasp lhJa fncl
Onrlec n Onmt'll

»otites

The Law School Student Senate's Canned Food Drive
Challenge continues through Tomorrow November 17. LSSS
has challenged the Business School, Rackham, and every Lawyers Club main lounge T~day, Wednesday, November
other grad} professional school on campus to prove that their 16, from 5 • 7 p.m. Everyone JS welcome.
commitment to providing food for Ann Arbor's needy this
LSSS SOCIAL COMMITTEE LAW SCHOOL
Thanksgiving can approach that of the Law School student
SALE IS HERE! Law school clothing
be sold
body. Watch for posters showing food drive progress. Let's
fro 9·00 am to 2:00 pm outside room
give Ann Arbor's hungry a reason for thanks this Thanksgiv- CL
today and tomorrow ms~eatshirts T-shirts, polo shirts,
ing.
100. Students may bu~rs, mugs an'd hats. Some clothing
sweat p~ts, sho~, ~ while supplies last. Students may
The Senate Social Committee cordially invites all fac- is
immediately avru_Jab e . t k All ordered clothing will
ulty, staff and students to a wine and cheese reception order clothing that IS not m s oc .
honoring Professor William Pierce. Professor Pierce is the arrlve before winter break.
recipient of the Francis Allen Award in recognition of his
Social Committee will be hosting a
outstanding contributions to legal education at the UniverThe Stu den~ Se~ate fr 9 .00 p.m. until approximately
sity of Michigan Law School. The reception ~viii be held in the comedy night this Friday om .

o"fiifmc

~II

11·00

The Committee hils booked

'rral "' II known

midw:S:;~ comedians and lVIII be chArging t-2 00 at the c:l(lnr
to help defray the cost. Plense nou- that rucohol lVIII
served.

not~

Famous author Andrea Dworkm Wlll npprnr f'ndny,
N
be 18 1988 tit 4·30 At Rackham Aucbtonum ~I•
ovemki r ~suchfemirustclnuicsns \\'omon Hott111J,R•rhl
Dwor Women
n wro and Pornography. "•ttn Ao nllnR n omrll Sl f
Wing
has co-authored Ordinnnces for two rrulJ\T U S.
d C\llts il'1 ng
women harmed by pornography stan 1111 to su~
rnogrnpher(s). Ms. Dworkin IS eKprctcc:ltodiecu
po h and Civil Llbertles" nnc:llnt.rrour , 'her Ia~ • ~
rap y
.
db Womrn Low Student.s A.~ IOC1t1Uon,
The event IS sponsore y
G d c:l thl'
Lesbian/Gay Low Student.s, Nouonal Law) era Ulr an
University of Mich1gan Ln" School.

'P_omq;
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Dworkin to Speak on Male "Oppressors"
By Eunice P ark
Andrea Dworkin will be speaking on
pornography and her latest book, Intercourse,
this Friday at 4:30 in Rackham Auditorium.
The authorofWomen Hating, Right-Wing
Women, and Ponwgraphy: Men Possessing
Women is well-known in academic and legal
circles for her revolutionary femini st ideol-

ogy.
"Intercourse is maybe the most controversial thing Dworkin has written,• said Laura
Anderson, a member of the steering committee ofboth the Women Law Students Association. The National Lawyers Guild and the
Lesbian/Gay Law Students Association are
also sponsoring Friday's talk.
The basic thesis which emerges from
Intercourse is that heterosexual sex, in which
the woman is necessarily always the subject

of intromissiOn, may be analogous of the
lower position women have in society.
~aybe we are giving less consent than
we think we are when we sleep with the
oppressor, 8 Anderson suggested. rwe're
always tbe·ones who are invaded: what does
this do to our psyche? Do men feel like our
conquerors?"
Dworkin's other books are also premised
on feminist themes. Women Hating, her first
publication in this country, is a historical
study on the different oppressions of women
cross-culturally. Right-Wing Women bespeaks ofthe negative impact singu Jar women,
successful in a man's world, can have on the
average woman by ere a ti ng a range of expectations unreasonable for her.

Pornography: Men Possessing Women
analyzes the types of messages pornography

Ringsmuth Criticizes Selection of
New 'U' President Duderstadt
Continued from Page One
Even t he committee's recomme ndations
were made behind closed doors, and still only
to two Regents. Ringsmuth felt that the
meetings should have been opened up for
general input: "Everyone h as an interest to
go public with the candidates - when you
open up th e meetings, you get more information and input from the community."

Finally, Duderstadt not only had no
student committee support, he had little faculty support. "We [the committee] were told
that only half the faculty liked Duder stadt,"
Ringsmuth said. uHalf the faculty disliked
him. Why would you put a person in the
Presidency who only has support of half t he
faculty?"

sends out about women and the atti t udes
subsequently fostered in men who view such
material.
Dworkin's condemnation of pornography
is manifest in the anti-pornography stat ute
which she co-wrote. Originally enacted in
Minneapolis, St. Paul and Indianapolis, nlinois, the statute gave women a cause ofaction
to sue pornographers if they were attacked by
a man who was exposed to pornography enacting violence similar to his own.
"Not everyone will agree with Dworkin's
ideas," said Anderson, "but the talk is a fabu-

lous way to get dialogue going. She'll get
people fired up."
The tal k will feature book-signing afterwards.
Besides being a national anti-porn acti vitist, Dworkin is currently a visiting professor in Women's Studies a nd Law at the
University of Minnesota. She received her
degree from Bennington College in literature
i n 1968.
The upcoming issue of The Michigan
Journal of Law Reform will carry an article
on pornography and Dworkin's views.

Michael Benson Krzys Internship
The Savannah Regional Office of Georgia Legal Services is seeking a
rising third year law stude nt to work as t h e Michael Benson Krzys legal
intern for 8 to 12 weeks during the s u mmer of 1989. Mich ael Krzys, a
1977 graduate of the Unive rs ity of Mich igan School of Law, was a
talented, creative, and dedicated Legal Services attorney who died in an
automobile accident in April, 198 1. T he internship was created in his
memory and is designed to in t r od uce Legal Services work in the South to
a law s tudent who has firs t r a te academic skills and who is committed to
th e goal of providing equal access to justice to low-income people.
Applicants must be able to provide their own t r a n s portation.
Compensation: $200.00 per week.
For futher informa tion , contact: William K Broker, Ma n agi ng Attorney,
P.O. Box 8667, Sa va nn a h , Geor gia 31412, (912) 651-2180

Deadline for applications is December 31, 1988.

Reknowned Henkin to Present Cooley Lectures
Continued from P age One
belonged wi thi n the zone. •A virtual unknown is dispute over authority as to domestic policy [between the Executive and Congress); lots of dispute occurs over authority in
foreign affairs," Henkin asserted.
Using the blackboard to list the constitutionally-enumerated powers of both the Executi ve and Congress, Henkin noted that
each argument for Congressional control of
implicit or hidden allocations of power is
matched by an argument for Executive control of that power.
"Alexander Hamilton argued that what

that Congress be primary. "'t is clear that on
the whole, t he Framers wanted to leave things
much as they were. Congress was to have
powers save as far as those given to the
Executive; although it was unclear as to what
the President was to do, it was clear as to
what Congress would do.•
According to Henkin, Hamiltonian views
are prevelant because "foreign affrurs are not
just what's described in the Constitution,
they are a day-to-day activity. Diplom acy is
done in secrecy; Presidents keeps secrets,
and Congress does not."
"'n time, what the President came to do

the past 200 year s: where it was once founded
on a theory of social contract where slavery,
non-suffrage, a nd subordination of women
were the norm, the Constitution has evolved
into democratic form of government.
"The Fra mers were republicans, not
democrats. They had a substantial fear of
democracy, a nd wrote the Constitution [as)
non-democratic," said Henkin. "Only the
House of Representatives was truly representative. The President was elected by a
ha ndful of electors, a nd the Senate was appointed by state legislatures."
"Now we are a democracy. The Senate

"Congress should do the fine-tuning of the Constitution. It
should decide what it wants to leave to the President and what it
wants to regulate. The fine-tuning should address the
President's power when Congress is silent, because the President
cannot do much when Congress speaks. "
was notexplicitlygiven to Congress was give n
to the President; James Madison argued that
what was not given to the President was
given to Congress. History has tilted to
Hamilton," Henkin said.
However, Henkin argued that the
Constitution itself reads for a Maclisonian
interpretation- that the Framers intended

by Congressional acq uiescence or r atification, he clrumed as his own power," Henkin
said. "Yet no branch should have authority so
large as to be effectivelyuncircumscribed... No
part of government should be exempt from
juclicial revie:-v."
Henkin broadly suggested that something has happened to our Constitution over

and President are directly elected... race and
gender restrictions on voting have been lifted,
with a radical enlargement of the electorate.
All are now parties to the social contract now;
popular sovereignty is a reality.," Henkin
added.
Henkin argues that we ha ve become a
democracy without a conscious conver sion to

it. The United States became "democratic
through the back door," Henkin said. It's not
democracy "just because e veryone has the
right to vote, but democracy means authentic
responsibili ty."
"The third century of t he Constitution
requires forms of government not envisioned
in the 18th century... ln foreign affrurs, too,
we need checks and balances. We should
have neither an imperial Presidency nor
Congress. We ought to eschew large power in
one set of hands, especially wit h the lives of
citizens at stake. The President cannot have
unlimited power; we must be a democracy in
foreign affrurs as well," Henkin added.
Henkin feels the responsibility for foreign affairs is in Congress, and that there is
no need for constitutional amendments or
radical reconstruction. The checks and bala nces, a nd accountability required today, can
be retained under our current system.
"The responsibili ty for foreign affairs is
in Congress, through regulation, legislation,
acquiescence and abstinence," said Henkin.
Henkin's mrun point was that the
Constitu tion did not evolve by accident but by
history and experience. He would recommend that ucongress should do the fine-tu ning ofthe Constit ution. It should decide wha t
it wants to leave to th e President and what it
wants to regulate. The fine-tuning should
address the President's power when Congress is sile nt, because the President cannot
do much when Congress speaks," Henkin
concluded.
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Temple Law To Offer Summer Sessions Abroad
Editor's Note: the following is a press
rdtcse from Temple University Law School.
It is in no way connected with the Uni versity
ojM'JChigan Law School.
For students from American law schools
~king experience with international law

and a look at foreign legal systems, Temple
University School of Law is offeri ng 1989
summer sessions abroad in Ath ens, Rome
and Tel Aviv.
Each of the programs focuses on comparative systems of justice, examining the

by Patent· C~omission
• <

~.:...··~ '

Philosophy in tne:Residence College and
Medical SebooJ the 60-year:old Quigg's in- ··
terests.'
iKf.itltiov~tion,·and industrial ·
advance9'.,·He'Ei1rit.Jrestedin bow to lubricate the procedur~· for receivi ng patent
awards."
Cohen stated, "We do have some important research [at Michigan) in what
may be called. hybrids and transgenic research," commenting on the appropriateness of the topic. Cohen is also the Director
of the Program in lruman Values in Medicine, wbichjs hosting the event.
Henlth Law Society
and the lntellec·t uar Property Law Students nre planning to attend. Any persons
wishing to walk over to the law school are
of invited to meet outside the Lawyer's Club
inside the Quad at 11:30.

&r;
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host country's legal institutions, as well as
Rome. A comparative products liability course
aspects of international law. Noted profeswill compare American and Italian apsors and jurists from the host country will
proaches to liability arising from injuries
join Temple faculty to team-teach a variety of
caused by defective products, with special
theoretical and practical issues. All instrucemphasis on manufacturer's strict liability.
tion is in English, and each course carries
Also included in the curriculum; common law
three quarter hou rs or two semester hours
and civil law traditions of the United States
credit.
and Italian systems and comparative crimiThe Athens program, jointly sponsored
nal justice, with a look at the role of the police
by the faculty of law of Athens University,
in response to crime in Italy.
will run from June 21 through August 3.
The faculty oflaw of Tel Aviv University
Athens University is centrally located near
jointly sponsors Temple's summer session in
the famed Acropolis and a short distance
Israel June 19 through July 28. The curricufrom the Aegean Sea. Courses offered are
1urn will encompass a study oflegal aspects of
comparative public law (constitutional and
the Middle East conflict and its resolution,
administrative), which will look at the strucconstitutional law and criminal law and proture and process of the American and Greek
cedure in Israel and the United States.
systems; comparative private law, including
Course-related trips and activities include a
contracts, torts and domestic relations, which
three-day bus tour of Israel and an optional
will also compare the European and Ameri- trip to Cairo.
can approaches to private dispute resolution,
The tuition for each program is $790.
and comparative criminal justice, which will
Students must arrange and pay for their
examine law and procedure in thisareaofthe
own transportation and housing, although
law.
Temple will assist in providing information
Temple's Rome session, co-sponsored by
on living accommodations.
the Institute of Comparative Law, University
For a brochure and additional informaof Rome, will run from June 12 through July
tion, contact the Summer Sessions Abroad
21. Classes flre held in the Villa Caproni, site
office at Temple University School of Law,
of Temple's year-round Temple Abroad pro1719 North Broad St., Philadelphia, PA 19122,
gram, on the Tiber River near the Center of (215) 787-8982.

Can Drive Competition
Contribute Now!
So far law students have contributed only about 100 cans.
We're in competition with the graduate programs at School
of Pharmacy, Business School, School of Public Health,
School of Chemistry, School of Architecture, and School of
Nursing, for an annual trophy. Now's the time to share a
little of your good fortune and also show the community that
U of M law students CARE!!
COMPETITION ENDS NEXT WEDNESDAY, Novemller 23
DROP CANS OFF OUTSIDE ROOM 100, HUTCHINS
NOTE: Thanks to the efforts of the Christian Law Stwlents,
several first year and other professors will be offerin« a pass
to each student who brings in a can of food to class, next
Tuesday and Wednesday. Ask your professor.
Competition Sponsored in Part by the LSSS
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Run Tests Students' Wit, Endurance
Continued from Page TWELVE
Sheila "FF<>Jo" Brennan who darted across the line with the
stellar time of 23:44, only ten seconds behind Kooistra. Ms.
Brennan is clearly as light of heel as she is easy on the eyes.
Sorry Sheila, I couldn't resist that line. The diminutive Ms.
Brennan received a lovely commemorative medal with a
woman running on the front and "5-K Run, Second Place• on
the back, and seemed quite embarrassed.
As the remaining women fought it out for the final medal,
some men who chose to run at a more deliberate and leisurely
pace strolled across the finish line. One of these sluggish
finishers was Jim "Fixx" Eardley who finished somewhere
around the 25 minute mark, and also continued his tradition
of choosing dead guy nicknames. "I've hit thousands of balls
on this course and I hit a thousand more today," concluded a
pooped Eardley.
Controversy again struck a law school event as the battle
raged for women's third place. Ms. Sue Stimson sprang across
the line in third place at the 26 minute mark. It was later
disclosed, however, that she was not actually a law student
but rather a law student's wife. Thus she was unceremoniously stripped of her medal and will be ostracized by the law
school community. Actually, she knew she wouldn't be
eligible for awards before the race, but I love this controversy
stuff.
Thus the fourth place finish er is now entitled to the
medal which has a woman running on the front and "5-K Run,
Third Place" on the back. As best I can tell from the face book
th;s fourth place finisher was elegant first year Mary Martin
frcm Albion College. lfthis wasn't Ms. Martin I would like to
warn her that there is some other law student using her face.
Ms. Martin, or the imposter, scampered across the finish line
at the 26:12 mark and then scurried home before I got a
chance to talk with her, and before the awards ceremony. I
accepted the award on Ms. Martin's behalf and would like to
keep it if that's O.K. Thus, first year women swept the medals
and once again proved the real a thletes in the first year class
are its women.
Allison Zousmer jogs a lot.
Stephen "Zola" Klein finally plodded his way in at the
26:24 mark. "Joe, fm playing with this now. You'll have to
find another toy: coughed a used up Klein. Mr. Klein was
understandably concerned when a person he had given a ride
to the course, first year Ron Sachs, disappeared after the race.
~e mentioned the word puke when I passed him," hypothesized scrawny first year Scott Moore.
The battle for women's fifth place was the most exciting
of the day as agile third year Colleen Grant and acrobatic
second year Trini "Ms. Aerobi-:s" Donato were running stride

for stride when they reached the bottom of the final hill. It
was a classic struggle with the two titans sprinting at full tilt,
keeping only one thought in mind, victory. But then, about
twenty yards from the finish, Ms. Grant dug down deep inside
herself and found that something extra that enabled her to
shift into overdrive and come home with a four second win.
The graceful Ms. Donato need not be upset, however. You
don't get anything for finishi ng fifth, and as the sixth place
finisher Ms. Donato not only gets nothing, but also our
compassion as we feel for her as a hard luck competitor.
With all the medals awarded, dawdlers still continued to
trot swiftly between the red flags. The most entertaining of
these finishers was the tag team of second year Jeff Jung and
fi rst year Susan Winger. "Shut up. Shut up," stated a weary
Jungwhenasked about the race, "It was a run from hell." "So
what is your capacity here?" asked the bushed yet inquisiti ve
Ms. Winger. She summarized the race for many when she
concluded, "Tuberculosis is setting in."
The race finally concluded at the 35:17 mark as the final
participants, first year Kelly Conroy, second year Moira
Dages, and sports committee co-chair Kevin Woodhouse,
galloped their way across the finish stripe in a three way tie.
The last place finisher was to receive a trophy which was a
golden model of a thoroughbred's posterior. "It's a horse's
ass," the ever eloquent Mr. Woodhouse explained.
"Kevin wants it. He's wanted it ever since I got -it,"
commented Ms. McNamara, referring to the
unique trophy. The sports
committee, however, ·decided to give the trophy to
the dainty and immaculate Ms. Conroy, not because she was the slowest
runner but because she
was the nicest. "Kelly
easily could have beaten
us both but she hung back
to keep us company,"
explained Woodhouse in
an exclusive telephone
interview. It is good to
see that for once nice guys
• Collating & Binding
didn't finish last. Well
actually they did, but at
• Fine Stationery
least one got a golden
buttocks.
It was with a heavy
heart and a great sense of

soon.
Finally, I would like to rub lllinois' devastating loss in the
face of A ss hole Mark Joy. And if you ever hit me in the eye
with a rrurshmeliow again I'll write about your sister.
Due to the annoying length of this week's a rticle, the firs:
Sluggermania contest will begin next week. It's bur.o::
designing, so get those artistic minds in gear. We owe it to :h
Sluggers.
In closing, I would like to quote the eloquent Jonatha::
Englander who said, "Endurance knows no natural athletes."
This is not to say that running doesn't take any coordinatio::
(although this is what Mr. Englander sai d next). Properly
interpreted, the quote means that each runner made him or
herself what he or she is today. And for some of us, that's a
pretty depressing thought. Or not.

Meet your
deadlin s

When you need copies and you need them fast, depend on
Kinko's, the copy center.

Survey Says...

kinko·s·

the copy center
Open 7 Days
Michigan Union
662-1222
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Class
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'87
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ofTotal a t ABA Approved Schools**

Faculty Gender Breakdown in
ABA Approved Law Schools**
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U-M

71

75

66

CORNELL

17

13

5
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MSU

13

11

21
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HARVARD

12

7

3
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U-PENN

9

6

6
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YALE

9

13

10

'86-7
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disappointment that I watched the race knowing that if!
wasn't nursing a painful groin pull I would certainly have
been a fActo:- in the outcome. Equally conspicuous in their
absences were Mcond year John Castaneda and third year
Karen Taylor, bot:1 of whom were recuperati ng from successfully r unning tnt: New York City marath on the previous
weekend. The remru kable Ms. Taylor finished with the
magnificent tinE' of three hours and 50 minutes, while ti:e
symmetrical Mr. Castaneda finished in three hours and 40
minutes. Congratulations to both of you and I'm certain the
whole law school :s with me in my sincere hope that John's
urine re turns ;o its normal color, whatever that may be, real

Legal Educat ion, 1987
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TOO LATE FOR 2ND
AND 3RD YEAR
STUDENTS TO LOCK
IN SAVINGS OF UP
TO $170!
:~-

•• ,

>

~

:

-

•

•

Kaplan-SMH fall discounts for
2nd and 3rd year students are
in effect until November 18th .
With a $50 registration
deposit you get:
•$125 to $170 off our full
course prices!

•sMH Law School Summaries II,
a concise review of the black
letter law for standard 2nd
3rd year courses!
If you've already paid a deposit for
another bar review course , Kaplan-SMR
wi l l meet (and invariably beat!) that
course price . So you can ' t lose. And
- Kaplan-SMH doesn ' t have " book d eposits "
and other hidden costs. J u st the best
price . Pe r i od .

See your Campus Rep, or call:
De troi t

(313 ) 56 9 - 5320

Ann Arbor

(313)6 6 2-31 4 9

East La n sing (517 ) 332- 2539
To l edo

(419)536 - 3701

..SMH
BAR REVIEW SERViCES
(800) KAP·TFSf (800) 343·9188
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UM to Win in Ohio, Pasadena
the entire week before this annual shootout. Although this
By Harold Hunter
In keeping with my self-confident, egotistical nature, I game does not exude the aura of last year's classic, it is still
am making my Bowl Contest predictions a matter of public a battle between two of the top teams in the nation for the Big
record. Note that the team I predict to win the bowl game is Eight Championship and the Orange Bowl berth. Nebraska
continues to be somewhat ofa mystery this year , and seems
italicized.
to be able to only play well in one halfor on one side of the ball.
ROSE BOWL: Michigan v. UCLA
Yet, they have been playing well enough to win, and they may
SUGAR BOWL: USC v. Auburn
be up to Oklahoma's old trick of playing down to the compeORANGE BOWL: Miami v. Oklahoma
FIESTA BOWL: Notre Dame v. West Virginia
tition to lull Nebraska to sleep and then spring their best
game oftbe year against the Big Red. The biggest hurdle for
CO'M'ON BOWL: Florida St. v. Arkansas
Nebraska tooven:ome is the "Sooner Magic.. mentality, which
CITRUS BOWL: Nebraska v. Clemson
HALL OF FAME BOWL: Syracuse v. LSU
is that no matter how well Nebraska plays, Oklahoma will
GATOR BOWL: Grorgia v. Colorado
pull something out of their bat to win in the final moments of
the game. Oklahoma is not as talented as in years past, but
NATIONAL CHAMPION: FLORIDA ST.
neither is anyooe else. The Sooners are talented enough to
PREDICTIONS OF TOP GAMES THIS WEEK
beat anyone, but cannot afford the offensive mistakes that
MICHIGAN AT OHIO STATE.-M.ichigan soundly their formerly roclt-hard defense could negate in preceding
whippedDlinoistoclinch their second visit to Pasadena in the seasons. Steve Taylor will need to play very well, especially
last three years, but I doubt ifthe Wolverines will be overlook- throwing the ball. for the Huskers to beat the Sooners. This
ing the Buckeyee this week. fm more convinced than ever will be a dose, hard-bitting head-knocker , and I see no reason
nowthat Michigan can play with any team in the country, and for the Sooners not to wave their magic fourth quarter wand
they will be anything but a sacrificial lamb for the PAC..Ten and narrowly escape defeat again. OKLAHOMA 17 NEchamp in the Rose Bowl. However, Michigan's primary weak- BRASKA 14
ness appears to be that they have a tendency to relax and lose
PENN STATE AT NOTRE DAME-If the Irish emerge
concentration at key intervals in some ball games. If Michi- victorious
here, Penn
gan can play average football this . week, and play with
Stnte
emotion, they should be able to ravage Ohio State's weak defense and win fai rly comfortably. But this will be the
Buckeye's bowl game, and if they are capabie of
playing well at all, they probably will here.
MlCHlGAN 23 OHIO STATE 15
USCATUCLA-The bestof the West
clash for the Roses and to maintain
their national title hopes. Too bad no
one will be watching because everyone will be properly tuned to the
Battle of the Big Reds. Ob well.
This game offers the muchballeyhooed showdown of
America's Top Guns, Southern Cal's Rodney Peete and
the Bruin's Troy Aikman.
Rodney appears to have
distinguished himself,
along with sensational
Barry Sanders, from the
rest of the pack for the
Heisman Trophy competition. UCL~ nr.d
Troy Aikman have
now struggled three
consecutive weeks,
and if that trend continues here, bye-bye to
UCLA, Rose Bowl, national title, and Troy's
Heisman hopes. However, altho••gh the Uclans
are a bit banged up, I
expect them to have everything stropped down tight
and be readytogetiton with
the Trojan glamor boys. USC
destroyed a fairly good Arizona St. squad last week and
appears to be running on all cylinders. Look for UCLA's cat-quick defense to neutralize Peete and force
turnovers early, while Troy Aikman sur·
gically cuts through the Trojans' defense
with short passes to revenge last year's loss to
the men from Troy. UCLA 24 USC 19
NEBRASKA
AT
OKLAH OMAGRRRn ii 111 ii !! J ust exercising a little "journalistic
privilege• to vent the savagery that inevitably overtakes me

will suffer their first losing season in 50 years. If another
team were in similar circumstances, with the impending
battle with USC next week, I might predict Joe Paterno's
squad to pull the upset. However, Lou Holtz equalizes Penn
St's normal advantage in the coaching facet of the game, and
donotexpectNotre Dame to letdown here. Quarterback Tony
Rice leads a powerful, run-oriented attack sporting a combination of speed and offensive efficiency. Penn State has a
decent defense, which could keep them in the game temporar.
ily, but they have an extremely weak offense which may not
score if the Domer's defense plays up to par. Look for the Irish
to use their traditional offense to try to work out any bugsre·
maining before the big game out west. NOTRE DAME 23
PENN STATE 3
MIAMI AT LSU- This game is an extremely important
for both teams, Miami needing a victory for a possible national title, and LSU needing a victory to preserve their
ranking so that the Sugar Bowl Committee will considerthem
for the SEC Conference champion's berth in the Sugar Bo\\-i.
Tom Hodson should be able to exploit Miami's secondruy
occasionally, but LSU's defense must play better than usual
if they expect to stop Steve Walsh's passing attack. Remember that Walsh has not played particularly well this year in
games againstqualityopponents, but seems to always get the
job done. Watch halfback Cleveland Gary ofMiami, probably
the most underrated player in the country a nd a probable
fi rst-round drnft choice. The key to this game ca n be found in
the "pit;" no, not the pit matching the offensive a nd defensiw
lines, but the Tiger's home "pit" in which this game will be
plnyed. LSU is extremely tough to beat at home.
especinlly at night, and Miami has bee'l
heatable on the road - witness the ~otre
Dame and Michignn games. This game
should be close even in the final sec·
onds, and will be decided by which
quarterback makes the fewest
errors in executi ng their respec·
tive attacks. LSU 20 MlA.\fl
SYRACUSE AT WEST
VIRG INI A-This
1s
America's last hope for the
elimination of the over·
rated Mountaineersfrom
the probable national
title match-up with
Notre Dame. Major
Harris is a very good
quarterback though,
and does lend some le·
gitimacy to Wes:
Virginia's claim forM·
tiona! prominence. .\!~
only gripe is that the
Mountaineers have
played a very weak
schedule, and this game
should provide their stern·
est test, even though the
Orangemen are also proba·
bly not as good as their rec·
ord indicates. Quarterback
Todd Philcox has replaced the
departed Don McPherson fairly
well, although he is not the ver·
satile threat that McPherson represented for Syracuse. I cannot see
West Virginia stumbling in this game
because they know that this is their last
hurdle in their quest to face Notre Dame
for mucho status and bucks. Also, Coach Don
Nehlen generally comes up with a well·balanced
game plan, and the Mountaineer's home-field ad·
vantage should be more than enough to give West Vir·
ginia their first undefeated regular season. WEST VIR·
GINIA 30 SYRACUSE 20.
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Smith, Kooistra Win 5K Run
By Steve Olson
trophy with a guy running on top, and a coveted law school
Sweatpants stretched as far as the eye could see as some champions t-shirt. "Thanks," said the always polite Smith at
sixty law students (and one wife) lined up to jog their way into the majestic closing awards ceremony.
hell. "Follow the damn white line," instructed one he.l pful
Fleet third-year J ohn Tower was the second to dash
participant. "You guys wanna warm up, run some sprints?" across the finish line, a mere nine seconds behind the victor.
asked race co-organizer and official star ter Judy McNamara. Mr. Tower received a lovely commemorative metal with a guy
"Let's just go!" responded dynamic third year Joanna Challa· running on the front and "5-KRun,Second Place" on the back.
com be and her running pants. And with that they were off.
Swift second-year Eric Barron flew into third with a time
Like a herd of thundering gazelle in sweat pants these of 18:06. "That's with two R's," said the man with the face
thoroughbreds followed the damn white line, assaulting the book picture right next to Beth Beach's. Mr. Barron received
tough five kilometer course (that's 3.2 miles to you and me). a medal with a guy running on the front and "5-K Run, Third
"It's the hilliest course in the Big Ten," an understandably Place" on the back .
'
proud McNamara announced.
Fourth place was taken by a first-year from the U.S.
The course was made even more difficult by the fabulous Naval Academy, Tom Pasternak. Mr. Pasternak sprinted
Michigan weather. The whole track was really moist. The home with a time of 19:02. First-year Bill English made our
hills were especially treacherous as numerous competitors 49th state proud with his fifth place finish in the sparkling
slipped and fell on their way down a particularly steep and time of 19:42.
slippery slope. "For all the traction I got I might as well have
A pack of men bounded across the finish line around the
been wearing thongs!n was a common observation after the twenty minute mark, one of whom was Adam "Pele" Shayne.
race.
"Howaboutgivingoursoccerteam somepress,Chief," wheezed
Even under these perilous conditions several competi- a weary Mr. Shayne, becoming the seventh member of his
tors obviously had no trouble negotiating the course. Almost team to mention that to me.
This reporter almost collapsed from shock when the
before I had time to skip across the first fairway from the
starting point to the finish line, the leaders had finished three nimble Jonathan Englander bounded across the fini sh line
miles and were heading up heart attack hill to the finish.
like a dazed cheetah looking as fresh as a daisy. Mr. Eng·
First-year Steve Smith was the first to charge across the lander had inexplicably captured 17th place with a time of
finish line in the remarkable time of 17 minutes, 33 seconds. 22:10. "I cheated," explained the toil worn Englander, "I
For his efforts the mercurial Mr. Smith received a lovely almost threw up at the end of mile one so I moseyed over to the

Law in the Raw

By Colin Zick, Eric Luoma and Joe Kellmeyer

A Horse is a Horse ...
Ever think that the person who sits next to you in Tax
is a horse's ass? Well, your belief may have some basis in
fact. It seems a horse going by the name of "Law Student"
baa been running at Detroit Race Course. In fact, "Law
Student" won his last race, paying $12.40 to win, $6.20
place, and $3.00 to show. And after "Law Student" was done
winning the 9th race, ~a] Legacy" went on to show in the
l Oth race. Maybe professors should start consulting the
Daily Racing Fonn instead of their seating charts.

Detroit News, September 30, 1988

Property Poetry
I think that I shall never see
A freehold lovely as a fee.
A fee that no one has defaced
By any sort of active waste.
A fee that meets the acid test
Of knowing when, and where, to vest.
A fee that may in summer wear
Prescriptive easements in her hair.
That may be given, sold, or left.
But never tortuously enfoeffed.
Entails are docked by fools like me,
But only heirs can take a fee.

can identify me."
Q: Did he kill you?
A:. No.

•

•

*

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Q: And who is this person you are speaking of?
A: My ex-widow said it.

*

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

Q: Do you know how far pregnant you are right now?
A: I will be three months November 8th.
Q: Apparently then, the date of conception was August
8th?

Q: Doc~r, how many autopsies have you performed on
dead people?
A: All my autopsies have been on dead people.

*

•

Q: Did he pick the dog up by the ears?
A: No.
Q: What was he doing with the dog's ears?
A: Picking them up in the air .
Q: Where was the dog at this time?
A: Attached to the ears.

Deposition Suppositories

*

*

Q: Mrs. Smith, do you believe that you are emotionally
unstable?
A:. I used to be.
Q: How many times have you committed suicide?
A:. Four times.

•

•

•

Q: Were you acquainted with the decedent?
A: Yes, sir.
Q: Before or after he died?

A: Yes.
Q: What were you and your husband doing at that time?

New Hampshire Law Weekly, August 7, 1988

Amen

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Q: Officer, what led you to believe the defendant was
under the influence?
A: Because he was argumentary and he couldn't pronunciate his words.

Q: What happened then?
A: He told me, he says, "' have to kill you becau:.e you

Education and Welfare: Infants Nylda Esther, Domingo,
Nydia Victoria, Angel Luis, and Alberto, surnamed
rales, under the age of eighteen, through their natural
~ardian angel Morales, Plaintiffs, v. Abraham A. Ribico~
Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare of the United
States, Defendant.

Mo-l

Q: You say you had three men punching at you, kicki ng
you, raping you, and you didn't scream?
A:. No ma'am.
Q: Does that mean you consented?
A: No, ma'am. That means I was unconscious.

It's L egal to Laugh

*

bottom the hill and Rosie Rcized my way to victory."
Before we get to the women I would just like to makE,
comment about what I see as excessive expectoration fro::
male distance runners. Now I know it was cold and you h.:
just run a long way, but golly, saliva and phlegm W i'!\
hanging everywhere, dripping from seemingly every expoo.:
orifice. Please try to bring a hanky to future events. T'na:.t
you.
The leading women runners came into view around ~
23 minute mark and first to coast across the finish line v.~
light-footed first-year Joan Kooistra from Mount Holych
College. "WHO is this Kooistra?" the running world was hi
wondering. Ms. Kooistra ran like a greyhound and seemed~
have enough energy left to run a marathon . In fact, she r c.Q
her bike home after the race. "That ain't right," an noun~
Peter P. Murphy. For her efforts, the limber Ms. Koo] SQ<
received a lovely trophy with a woman running on top , an~~
coveted law school champions T-shirt.
Close on Ms. Kooistra's heels was Marquette first-YE<:
See RUN on Page NINE

All too often in this secular world, and especially in Law
School, we tend to forget the importance of religion in our
lives. Perceiving this void, we at Law In the Raw have
decided to provide the following religious tracts for your
enjoyment and reflection.
It's nice to have a guardian angel on you side. Like five
infants did in their case against the Secretary of Health,

199 F. Supp. 402 (1961)
We all know that the-Pope has a reputation for infallibility. Given that, it was odd to see Justice Pope of the 9th
Circuit writing a dissent. Nonetheless, he did, but he sure
made his point to the majority, when he sarcastically commented that the terms of the lease in question were •Almost
as wonderful as 'God' in 'The Green Pastures' passing a
miracle!"

Reconstruction Finance Corp. v. Chromium Products Corp., 202 F.2d 664 (9th
Cir. 1953)
A Pennsylvania man tried to sue Satan, the prince of
darkness himself. It seems the plaintiff, a Mr. Mayo (hold
the mustard), alleged that the Devil, and his staff, had on
numerous occasions caused misery and u nwarranted
threats against Mr. Mayo. Furthermore, Mr. Mayo alleged
that Satan had placed deliberate obstacles in his path and
caused his ultimate downfall. All this, according to Mr.
Mayo, amounts to a violation of his civil rights under 4.2
U.S.C. §1983.
The court said that Mr. Mayo did indeed meet the
requirements for a class action, in that his class was so
numerous andjoinder impraticable, with shared questions
of law and fact common to the class. The court left
undecided the question of whether Mr. Mayo was a representative party who could protect the interests of the class
(Doesn't that job belong to somebody else already?)
The court ultimately rejected the claim of Mr. Mayo .
Why, you ask? Because the court could not obtain personal
jurisdiction over the defendant in the Western District of
Pennsylvania.

United States ex rel. Gerald Mayo v. Satan
and his Staff, 54 F.R.D 282, (1971)
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